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ABSTRACT: The previous part of these series touched upon the
qualities of those who qualify themselves to receive extra mercy
from God, namely the patient, the good-doers, the righteous, the
repentant, the obedient, and those who migrate and struggle for the
sake of God. This last part studies divine mercy as illustrated in the
way God rewards. Our happiness in the Hereafter depends on our
faith and actions, and we need adequate provisions for the eternal
journey ahead. Since it is likely that people tend to exaggerate their
few deeds, we may not realize the actual length and duration of this
difficult journey. God, out of His vast mercy, assists us in various
ways to enable us to obtain sufficient provision. Some
characteristics of divine rewarding include: a) rewarding people for
good intentions, although not punishing them for bad ones, b)
multiplying rewards for good actions, although punishment for bad
actions are not multiplied, 3) rewards for recommended deeds as
emphasized in hadiths even if the hadiths are not authentic, 4)
rewarding the pious according to their best performance and without
measure, 5) transformation of sins into good deeds, and 6) forgiving
people through intercession and for those who have hope in His
forgiveness. In the meantime, people are to maintain a healthy
balance between despair and contentment with our actions so as to
become hopeful and determined to strive in doing good to tread on
the right path towards the infinite God.
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Our happiness in the Hereafter depends on our faith, actions, and the
qualities we have earned as a result of those actions in this world. We
have an eternal journey ahead of us and we need sufficient provisions
for it. The longer your journey is, the more provision you need. So we
cannot decide whether our provision is sufficient or not unless we
know the distance we are going to travel. Thus, we can only understand
whether our actions provide us with enough provision for our journey
if we understand how long this journey will last. Since we do not have
a good understanding of its length and duration, it is likely that we may
regard our few actions as sufficient, that we have accumulated enough
provision: we have so many prayers (salƗt), fasts (sawm), visits to holy
people (ziyƗrah), pilgrimages (hajj), and offered abundant charity
(sadaqah). However, those who have a proper understanding of the
distance and of the challenges faced think differently. Imam Ali (a) with all his sincere worships and great services for Islam - when he
looked at this journey and his actions, said:
 1 !"
Alas! The provision is so little, the journey is so farextending, and the path is so lonely.
Imam Ali (a) felt concerned when he remembered his little provision
on the one hand and the far journey to be made in loneliness on the
other. This is a journey that everyone is obliged to make for himself.
Though a person may have companions, everyone will carry his own
burden. The Qur’an repeatedly says, “…no bearer shall bear another’s
burden.” In another verse, we read:
Say, ‘Shall I seek a Lord other than God, while He is the
Lord of all things’? No soul does evil except against
itself, and no bearer shall bear another’s burden; then
to your Lord will be your return, whereat He will inform

1

Sharh Nahj al-BalƗqhah, Ibn Abi al-Hadid, vol. 18, p. 226.
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you concerning that about which you used to differ.
(6:164)
No bearer shall bear another’s burden, and should one
heavily burdened call [another] to carry it, nothing of it
will be carried, even if he were a near relative. You can
only warn those who fear their Lord in secret, and
maintain the prayer. Whoever purifies himself, purifies
only for his own sake, and to God is the return. (35:18)
Elsewhere Imam Ali (a) says:
 *$  ' ( 
 %&     !"
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Alas! The provision is so little, the way is so long, the
journey is so far, and the place to which we will be
exposed is so great.3
When Salman al-Farsi died, Imam Ali (a) wrote on his grave:
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I have called the generous without any provision of
good actions and without having pure heart.
Carrying your provision with you is wrong when you
are going to be hosted by the generous.
Thus, knowing that the journey is very difficult, Allah (swt), out of His
mercy, helps us in different ways so as to enable us to obtain sufficient

2

Ibid., vol. 18, p. 224.
3
This refers to the verses 19:71 & 72: There is none of you but will come to it: a [matter that is
a] decided certainty with your Lord. Then We will deliver those who are Godwary, and leave
the wrongdoers in it, fallen on their knees.
4
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provision. When we understand the way Allah (swt) rewards, we will
simultaneously never despair nor become proud of our actions. This
balanced understanding gives abundant hope and determination to do
as much good as possible to continue our journey towards the infinite
God. Even if we can do one more good action, we should do it, and
although we know that our action by itself may not be significant, we
would not become hopeless nor lose any opportunity to do a little
more, because even minute actions, after they are accepted and grown
by God, become significant. It is like when someone tells us that if we
put $1 he will add $999, the total amounting to $1000. Although $1 is
not worthy, it is significant to bring it because that was the only way to
have $1000. We have to bring our little contribution, and then God will
multiply it, but if we bring zero, even if it is multiplied thousands of
times, it will remain zero.

Characteristics of divine rewarding
1. God’s reward is comprehensive in the sense that no good action will

be neglected, even if it is very little. In many verses, the Qur’an
indicates that all that you do would be taken into account. Of course,
everything good that we do comes from Him, because I and all else at
my disposal belong to Him and therefore I do not deserve any reward
from Him; still, He assures me that I will be rewarded:
  4 B % C =DE
% %FA =
Allah never wastes (ignores) the reward of the
believers. (3:171)
  5G
 % C =DE
% %HF3H@

The people who are righteous, we don't waste their
reward. (7:170)
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In many verses, Allah (swt) asks us not to worry as to whether His
reward will be wated or forgotten. Since He knows we tend to quickly
doubt, and perhaps subconsciously about all that we are promised even
by someone like God, He constantly reassures us. Although we may
not be able see His reward right now, this would not make the reality
different. When you are sure about something e.g. because a truthful
person has informed you about it or an intellectual argument has led to
it you should not let your acquaintance with sensual objects make you
doubt.
2. His reward is tremendous. In several places, the Qur’an says:
    3% C =I4,J H
How excellent is the reward of the workers [of
righteousness]! (3:136; 29:58; 39:74)
3. Several verses in the Qur’an mention God’s reward as karim,
meaning ‘generous’ or ‘noble’:
:K C =KL 0 %!M <),
You can only warn someone who follows the Reminder
and fears the All-beneficent in secret; so give him the
good news of forgiveness and a noble reward. (36:11)5
4. His reward is ‘azim, or ‘great’:


 '
N (N C =$ 2)O P% )4 $%4 = Q
Those who responded to God and the Apostle [even]
after they had been wounded — for those of them who

5

See also verses 33:44; 57:11; 57:18.
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have been virtuous and Godwary there shall be a great
reward. (3:172)6
5. His reward is also kabir, or ‘big/mighty’:
 <:N C =NL 0  P% 
…excepting those who are patient and do righteous
deeds. For such there will be forgiveness and a great
reward. (11:11)ϳ
6. His reward is hasan, or ‘good’:
 R34RC = P% 
…[a Book] upright, to warn of a severe punishment
from Him, and to give good news to the faithful who do
righteous deeds, that there shall be for them a good
reward, to abide in it forever (18:2 & 3)8
7. His reward is endurable and everlasting:
 A$
K %4 % SN C = P% 
As for those who have faith and do righteous deeds,
there will be an everlasting reward for them. (41:8)9
8. His reward is ready and prepared:
RC = P% (=

6

See also verses 3:179; 4: 40, 67, 74, 95, 114, 146 & 162; 5:9 & 28; 9:22; 33: 29 & 35; 48: 10
& 29; 49:3; 64:15.
7
See also verses 17:9; 35:7; 57:7; 67:12.
8
See also verses 48:16
9
See also verses 68:3; 84:25; 95:6.
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And remember what is recited in your homes of the signs
of God and wisdom. Indeed God is all-attentive, allaware. (33:34)
This is similar to parents promising their child a bicycle as a reward for
a good exam score; until he succeeds and the parents actually buy him
the bicycle, he is apprehensive as to whether his parents will keep their
promise or if they have enough money. But another way to eliminate
that worry is to buy the bicycle beforehand, and place it in the house to
motivate the child to study well to achieve a high score. Likewise,
Allah (s) prepares our reward ahead of time, and it awaits us:
=
  2T % +
 (%
And hasten towards your Lord’s forgiveness and a
paradise as ast as the heavens and the earth, prepared
for the Godwary (3:133).10
Heaven is ready and already created although it is not fixed. It is not
untl after the Day of Judgment that these rewards would be permanent.
So, heaven is there and the reward of the good people is there.

Allah (swt) rewards people for their good intentions and does not
punish the bad ones
Allah (s) rewards for good intentions, although He does not punish for
bad ones. Although the one who intends to disobey Allah (swt) still
deserves some kind of punishment, Allah (swt) would not punish him
as long as one has not performed prohibited acts (harƗm). This is a
general rule, though there might be exceptions.
Regarding good intentions, say you make your way to help a needy
person by giving him money or food; when you reach the person’s

10

See also 57:21.
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house only to find that he or she has already been given sustenance and
would not accept your offer. Though you leave without giving
anything, because of your good intention, Allah (swt) rewards you.
Or you want to go to the mosque for the much-rewarded
congregational prayer (SalƗt al-JamƗҵah) and the moment you arrive,
the leader of the prayer (Imam) is not present. Again, Allah (swt) will
reward you because of your intention. The same goes for a person who
fervently desires to go for the hajj pilgrimage yet cannot afford it.
Because of your good intention, Allah (swt) rewards you.
Having good intentions before any action is vital for spiritual
development. People should strive to have great intentions such as
going the extra mile to help others by being compassionate and
considerate towards them. Making such intentions along with doing as
much as you can to complete the task will earn you rewards for the
rest.

Allah (swt) multiplies rewards for good actions; the punishment
for bad actions are not multiplied
If someone is going to be punished for sinning, his penalty would be
equal to the sin committed. There is one penalty for every prohibited
act (harƗm). One harƗm act leads to one punishment, and two harƗms
lead to two punishments. However, Allah rewards for good actions at
least ten times more:
 A$
 % '%F U% 3P)V  F@WX %Y, ZM
 3>3C 3P3V  =%  (%), 453>3C
Whoever brings a good deed, he shall have ten like it,
and whoever brings an evil deed, he shall be
recompensed only with the like of it, and they shall not be
dealt with unjustly. (6:160)
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And His bestowal of rewards does not end there, as multiplying
rewards by ten times is the minimum increase:
 [ 6,
K )%<4 [
 934[ D< [ \
  P% $  = A$2%  4 )%  Q 9% V
 T<)H= K < 9 V :  9<
% 9M :% 6,
 E8K<%]3 
 8>3 ^
 
N  (DN [
% (3
%
%%
The parable of those who spend their wealth in the way of
God is that of a grain which grows seven ears, in every
ear a hundred grains. God multiplies for whom He
pleases, and God is all-bounteous, all-knowing. (2:261)
Thus, one good action is similar to one seed that will become seven
hundred, and still Allah (swt) may multiply this, as He says, “God
multiplies for whom He pleases.” This possibly means that seven
hundred may become fourteen hundred, and then twenty one hundred.
A hadith in MafƗtih al-Jinan narrates that if a person asks for
forgiveness seventy times each day of the month of ShaҵbƗn, it is
similar to asking forgiveness 70,000 times in other months. What is
more, God treats the charity (sadaqah) given in this month like a baby
camel; He is responsible for its development and looks after it. On the
Day of Judgment, people will see their sadaqah grow into the
magnitude of Mount Uhud. Thus, spending a mere pound does not earn
you one pound in return from Allah. Allah invests in your one pound to
a great degree, perhaps earning you one million pounds in return on the
Day of Judgment. And yet our one sin earns us a punishment to the
extent of that action.
God’s mercy is manifested even more during the Month of Ramadan.
Reciting one verse of the Qur’an is like reciting the entire book.
Simply being a believer (mu’min) during this month is sufficient to
earn some rewards. Your sleeping is rewarded as an act of worship -
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L3<(   ,  .% %$ )H,11 and your breathing is rewarded as an act of glorification
12
of Allah (swt) - ;< O , .% [3
% )H=.
When it comes to the Night of Measure, or Laylat al-Qadr, the way
Allah (swt) rewards is beyond belief. In a beautiful hadith from Imam
Baqir (a) about Laylat al-Qadr, a person asked the Imam (a) to explain
the notion of this night being better than one thousand months (97:3).
The Imam (a) replied:
 =6,9   )_ `a $)H=L3: LYG
K P 7^
% 3G
   3P,;
 9% 
N
 E3  F$  e*  2 %) 3P, cdb
3  e 4 B %  f-3)O  g*3<)O f
 % ^
% (3


%

ch


+3
 45% P% ^
% (3E%  .e $%0)
Whatever good action you do in Laylat al-Qadr, whether it is prayer
(salƗt), charity (zakƗt), or other good deeds, is better than doing the
same deed over a period of one thousand months in which there would
be no Laylat al-Qadr. Had it not been that that Allah, the Blessed and
the High, multiplies for the believers, they would never reach a high
level. But He multiplies their good actions for them.15
Performing a two-rakޏat prayer in Laylat al-Qadr is rewarded more than
reciting a two-rakޏat prayer every night in one thousand months.
Spending one pound in charity in Laylat al-Qadr is better than giving
one pound every night for one thousand months. Afterwards, Imam
Baqir said, “Had it not been that that Allah, the Blessed and the High,


11

WasƗҴil-u ShƯҵa, vol. 10 p. 313
12
Ibid. vol. 10 p. 313
13
nǆȈǳǂȀǋń¤¨Ȑǐǳ¦ǺǷƢȀȈǧ~ǾȈǬǨǳ¦Ŀ

n§¦Ȃưǳ¦ÂǲǔǨǳ¦ƨȇƢǣÄ¢¦ȂǤǴƥƢǷ¿Ȑǈǳ¦ǾȈǴǟǾǳȂǫ~¾ȂǬǠǳ¦¨¡ǂǷĿ
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Al-KƗfƯ, vol. 7, p. 626, Al-Mizan, vol. 20, p. 334
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multiplies for the believers, they would have never reached [their
perfection or heaven].”16
Thus, Allah (swt), who is aware of our neediness and how limited our
provision for our eternal journey is, offers golden opportunities to
perform our best, and once it is performed, He grows the results. In
addition to the general way of multiplying His reward for good actions,
He has introduced to us the times, places, and conditions which are
especially fertile. In each day, week, and year, there are moments in
which the chance of your payer being accepted is more, receiving
forgiveness is easier, and His reward is more generous. To mention a
few examples of such blessed times, places, and conditions, one may
refer to midday (zawƗl time: when the sun moves from the middle of
sky towards the west), the last one third of night (before dawn), the
night of Friday (Jumuҵa), the first and last hours of Friday, the Day of
ҵArafah, the middle of ShaҵbƗn, Laylat al-Qadr, mosques, holy sites
like Masjid al-HarƗm in Mecca and Masjid al-Nabi in Medina, and
after the performance of ritual prayers, especially congregational
prayers.

Allah (swt) rewards those who perform actions which are
recommended in some hadiths, even if the hadiths are unauthentic
The rule of compromise reagarding the sources that indicate
recommended actions (QƗҵidah al-TasƗmuh Fi Adillah al-Sunan) in the
science of Principles of Jurisprudence (usul al-fiqh) implies that if
someone receives a hadith in which divine reward is promised for
performing a given action and acts upon that hadith, he will be given
the same reward, even if that hadith is not authentic. The ground for this
rule is a set of hadiths from Prophet Muhamamd (s) and Imams (a) one
of which reads:

16

Al-KƗfƯ, vol. 7, p. 626, Al-Mizan, vol. 20, p. 334
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Whoever receives some narration about a reward for
performing a good action and he actually performs that
action in order to get that reward, he will be given that
reward even if that narration was not said by the
Messenger of God.17
Thus, if you hear or read a hadith that, for example, recommends a
certain prayer in the Laylat al-Qadr because it earns a special reward
and a person actually reads the prayer, he or she would be given that
reward even if that hadith was mistaken or forged. Of course, the
narration and the recommended action must be in themselves
reasonable and in compliance with the Qur’an, established sunnah, and
reason.18
Allah’s generosity is very apparent. When you hear of a good act of
worship that you think is reasonable and pleasing to Allah and you
perform it, Allah (swt) would accept it and reward you for it even if it
was not in reality what He had prescribed for you through His
Messenger. Allah (swt) accepts this because you did it for His sake. It
is similar to a person who assumes you are thirsty when you are
actually not and as a result brings you water; though you did not need
it, you still thank him. Of course, you may not treat him like the one
who brings you water when you really want it. However, Allah (swt)
rewards such people equally. Allah (swt) means to tell us that since
our intention was to do something good, He will reward us as a result
given His kindness and generosity.

17

WasƗҴil al-Shiҵa, vol. 1, p. 80 & vol. 30, p. 246. There is a chapter about this issue in vol. 1,
pp. 8-82 which has ten hadiths.
18
Of course, everyone has to be careful, not to accept everything, because there are many
superstitions or ideas that make no sense which are clearly far from truth and no one should
act upon such narrations.
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Allah (swt) rewards the pious according to their best
performance
Another aspect of Allah’s generous reward system is that He takes the
best action for those who are pious, that is, those who have faith and do
righteous deeds, as a measure by which He rewards all other instances
of the same type of action that they have had in their life:

 
 P
%  -VH%=  = K :?   R353l 9  ( 
% )4) X 4  R<M& LR 3 %4)5 %4), N B %  $U

A$%  )$%H3:3    m U%C =

Whoever acts righteously, [whether] male or female,
should he be faithful, —We shall revive him with a good
life and pay them their reward by the best of what they
used to do. (16:97)
According to this verse, Allah (swt) gives those who have faith and
righteous deeds a pleasant life (al-hayƗt al-tayyibah) and will be
rewarded according to the best of their actions. If you have reached this
level of piety, Allah (swt) looks at all their deeds such as the thousands
of salƗts they may have performed during their lives, chooses the best
one, and then rewards all their salƗts accordingly. There might be only
one special salƗt in which you were focused, pure, and connected to
Allah (s), and yet Allah (swt) makes that one the criterion by which He
rewards all your salƗts. If one act of charity was the best, He will
reward all your charitable actions similarly.
This should also motivate us to be very careful about our actions. Some
people may take advantage of this and regard their very good action such as one good salƗt in the past - as sufficient for Allah to reward all
of their future salat thus so; they no longer need to worry about the
quality of their salƗt. However, this is a wrong approach. Indeed, if
someone thinks this way, this reveals that he is not one of the pious
19
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who have been given the pleasant life (al-hayƗt al-tayyibah). Those
who qualify for it continuously try to improve. They are hardly pleased
with their acts of worship, and even if they feel one of them was good,
they try to improve with the next one. They constantly raise their
standards, especially because they know that improving the next
performance can improve all their actions of the same type. For
example, Allah observes the extent to which a person is conscious and
careful to improve his prayers, and with every improved performance,
He takes it as a measure by which He would reward all of his prayers.

Allah (swt) rewards the patient without measure
According to the Qur’an, there are people whom Allah (swt) rewards
them without measure, which is evidently much more than giving a
multiplied reward:
  0UC=A3G
i3
  %  %  - ,$)%3 H@
Say, [God declares:] ‘O My servants who have faith! Be
wary of your Lord. For those who do good in this world
there will be a good [reward], and God’s earth is vast.
Indeed the patient will be paid in full their reward
without measure.’ (39:10)19

19

This is about rewarding. There are also verses that promise unlimited provision or sustenance
for certain people. The Qur’an says:
In houses God has allowed to be raised and wherein His Name is
celebrated, He is glorified therein, morning and evening, by men whom
neither trading nor bargaining distracts from the remembrance of God,
and the maintenance of prayer and the giving of zakat. They are fearful of a
day wherein the heart and the sight will be transformed, so that God may
reward them for the best of what they have done, and enhance them out of
His grace, and God provides for whomever He wishes without measure.
(24:36-38)
Worldly life has been glamorized for the faithless, and they ridicule the
faithful. But those who are Godwary shall be above them on the Day of
Resurrection, and God provides for whomever He wishes without any
reckoning. (2:212)
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Here, the promised reward is not ten times more, or 1000 times more, or
one million times more. It is without measure.

Allah (swt) is most forgiving
In addition to His generous rewards, Allah (swt) deals with sins or
people with mercy and kindness. He assures the sinners that if they
sincerely regret and repent, He will forgive them. When people go to
the plane of ‘ArafƗt on the day of Arafah, all their sins will be forgiven,
and by the time they leave ‘ArafƗt to go to Mash‘ar al-HarƗm they
must not have any doubt about the forgiveness of their sins. It has been
narrated that Allah (swt) frees one million people from the hellfire each
and every day in the month of Ramadan at the time of breaking the
fast. On the night and day of Friday, Allah (swt) frees one million
people during each hour. In the night and day at the end of the month,
Allah (swt) frees people equal to whatever He has given during the
month.

Different types of forgiveness
Upon reflection on the Qur’anic verses on forgiveness of sins by God,
divine forgiveness can be classified into four types:
a. Simple forgiveness - verses that refer simply to divine forgiveness
such as the following:
Indeed God does not forgive that any partner should be
ascribed to Him, but He forgives anything besides that to
whomever He wishes. And whoever ascribes partners to

The above verses, indicate that God provides for whomever He wishes without measure.
Although these verses do not explicitly introduce those God wishes to provide without measure,
the following verse clearly suggests that those are the believers who do righteous deeds:
Whoever commits a misdeed shall not be requited except with its like, but
whoever acts righteously, whether male or female, should he be faithful —
such shall enter paradise, provided therein without measure. (40:40)
21
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God has indeed fabricated [a lie] in great sinfulness.
(4:48 & 4:116)
Whoever commits evil or wrongs himself and then pleads
God for forgiveness, will find God all-forgiving, almerciful. (4:110)
b. Covering the sin - Sometimes not only the sin is forgiven, but it is
also covered by Allah (swt). Thus, on the Day of Judgment, no one
would be able to find out the sin which this person had committed
because it has been covered. This is preferable to people reading
your record of the deeds and discovering your wrongdoings, even
though they are forgiven. For example, the Qur’an says:
  4, +3
 G
% M .%  .% n N )_ $P% ),>2% 3U$%OB )%O3U$% ` %OA@ 6U3
  % < )%OA@
 N <_A$%  )O3 %8 .% O3ZM[ M .% 4(

If you disclose your charities, that is well, but if you hide
them and give them to the poor, that is better for you,
and it will atone for some of your misdeeds, and God is
well aware of what you do. (2:271)20
c. Wiping out sins - According to Islamic sources, Allah (swt) may
wipe out the sins and bad actions of certain people. This seems to
be a kind of forgiveness which is more than simple forgiveness or
even forgiveness with covering and hiding the sins, because here
the sins are totally wiped out with no trace of them remaining. This
is like an error in someone’s writing that might be underlined and
then forgiven by the teacher or might be forgiven and tippexed by
the teacher. The advantage of the latter is that the corrected error
would not be known by others and the one who has been forgiven
would not be reminded of his sin. However, there is a worry that

20

See also 4:31; 8:28; 29:7; 39:35; 64:9; 65:5.
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this cover may be removed and the sins under it might be disclosed.
Even when there is a cover, such as when correction liquid is put
on the errors, it indicates that there was problem before. Thus a
more powerful form of forgiveness is to entirely wipe out the error.
For example, Imam Sadiq (s) is quoted as saying:
i2T  -3O p L3<(  >67 6, G2O = DEO A= g3o, 3<C 32  X
 +345 , ^(3E -3O p Ao, 3P: q*35  gO  ;3G 9 3 @
3P5O A= \T[ Ao,  $ 9V  T  +3C* , D,  +3Z , $5 
 +3Z $5   +345 3P, ^(3E -3O p Ao, 9,3, LYG  >3(3
 :D[pA@
Friday has an obligatory right. Be careful not to miss it
or to do little in worshipping Allah (swt) and getting
closer to Him through righteous deeds and refraining
from all sins. Truly, Allah (swt) multiplies good actions
and wipes out the sins on this day, and ranks will be
elevated. Its night is like its day. If you are able to revive
it by supplicating and saying prayer, do so, because
Allah (swt) multiplies in it good deeds and wipes out the
bad deeds. Truly Allah is All-bounteous, Generous.21
We also read in a hadith from Imam Baqir (a):

 HQ   1
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The one who [sincerely] repents is like the one who has
never done any sin.22
d. Transformation of sins into good deeds - According to the
Qur’an and hadith, not only does Allah (swt) forgives the sins of
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Al-Tawhid, p. 167; Al-Da‘awƗt, p. 37.
22
Al- KƗfƯ, vol. 2, p. 435, BihƗr Al- AnwƗr, vol. 6, p. 21/41 & vol. 90, p. 281.
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those who repent, but He may also transform their bad deeds into
good ones:
K 4 P O3ZM[% #M
% A3: +3
% <)% jZ% m,35R 3l YR ( 9  ( " i3O  F@

 3 R * *$
R % S
Excepting those who repent, attain faith, and act
righteously. For such, God will replace their misdeeds
with good deeds, and God is all-forgiving, all-merciful.
(He wipes out the sins) and in each place writes down a
good action. (25:70)
This is much more than forgiving sins and wiping them out. In this
way, Allah (swt) actually replaces their sins with good actions and
rewards them for these good sins. Not only will they not be punished
for their sins, but they will be able to recover at least part of their loss.
Certainly everyone who does not harvest good in his life is in loss,
even if he does not do anything sinful. This is similar to a student who
returns his exam papers while it is blank. Interestingly, it can be
understood from a saying of Imam Sajjad (a) that good deeds which
are replaced with bad actions might still be multiplied like the good
actions of the pious. Imam SajjƗd (a) addresses Allah (swt) in one of
his supplications:
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O He who changes evil deeds into manifold gooddeeds! 23

Not only does He replace good actions with bad actions, but He
changes bad actions into manifold good actions. For example, one who
has spent one pound sinfully after repentance and receiving this type of
treatment from Allah (swt), he would receive rewards for spending

23

Al-Sahifah al-SajjƗdiyyah, Supplication Twenty-Four.
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several pounts in good purposes in the record of his deeds on the Day
of Judgement.
Reflecting on a) the types of people who would be forgiven, b) the
types of people who would have their sins covered, c) those who have
sins that have been wiped out, and d) those who would see their sins
changed into a manifold of good actions, it might be inferred that if
someone who has sincerely committed sins regrets and decides not to
repeat them, his sins will be forgiven. As far as Allah (swt) is
concerned, there is no doubt about this. The repentant’s comprehension
would increase resulting in the strength of his regret. He feels ashamed
because although his sins are forgiven, he continues to ponder over his
condition on the Day of Judgment, when he will stand in front of Allah
(swt) and the witnesses as his sins are being read to him. Although they
will finally be forgiven, he would worry about his honor and tell
himself, “It is disgraceful and shameful to me that before God’s
forgiveness is announced, my sins will be read in the presence of the
Prophet, Imams, and the general public.” For such people, Allah hides
or even erases their bad deeds.
As his understanding increases knowing that Allah (swt) has forgiven
him and has promised to preserve his honour, what about the time and
opportunities he wasted? He could have taken many provisions during
those years for his eternal journey. For such people, Allah (swt)
transforms their bad actions to good ones to prevent them worrying too
much about their provision. But there is still a chance to develop their
understanding and think that it is great that their bad actions have been
changed into good actions, although we are still losing because those
with good actions have been multiplied at least ten times, but our newly
given good actions are not multiplied. It might be for such people that
Allah (swt) changes their bad deeds into multiplied good actions.
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Thus, depending on the increase of your understanding, He gives you
more. Of course, this is the author’s humble view about one possibility
in explaining the different ways of divine forgiveness. Although this
makes sense, it is not to be taken as a proof. So depending on your
understanding and on your worries, Allah (swt) would help you, and
this is another dimension of His mercy and generosity.

Allah (swt) does not punish anyone for another person’s bad
action, but He may forgive a sinner for another person’s good
action
Another aspect of divine mercy is that sometimes Allah (s) forgives
someone for the sake of another person. For example, the Qur’an says:
K o P% )%T)*M %? P% )T)<)O $%4 " Q 
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The faithful and their descendants who followed them in
faith —We will make their descendants join them, and
We will not stint anything from [the reward of] their
deeds. Every man is a hostage to what he has earned.
(52:21)
For pious parents who have children who are believers, although not
too pious or do not possess enough good deeds to enable all of them to
assemble in heaven. However, Allah (swt) is so kind that He spends
from the rewards of the pious parents on their children without any
reduction of rewards in the parent’s account. It is not that Allah (swt)
reduces the ten good actions of a believer and gives five to the parents
and five to his or her child to elevate them. Rather, He would upgrade
the child without reducing the good actions and the corresponding
rewards of the parents. Commenting on the above verse, Imam Sadiq
(a) said:
26
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Sometimes children’s actions fall short of the actions of
their fathers, but the children will be allowed to join them
to delight their parents.24
Ibn Abbas narrates from Prophet Muhammad (s):
jTC*$0<PH#32,e!TC/$ (#3[4X9C9_?
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When a man enters heaven, he will ask about his parents,
wife, and children. He might be told that they have not
reached your rank and deeds. He will say, “My Lord!
Whatever I did, it was for myself and for them.” At this
point, God will command to let them join him.25
The Qur’an also informs us about the prayer of the angels for believers:
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Those who bear the Throne, and those around it,
celebrate the praise of their Lord and have faith in Him,
and they plead for forgiveness for the faithful: ‘Our
Lord! You comprehend all things in mercy and
knowledge. So forgive those who repent and follow Your
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Al- KƗfƯ, vol. 3, p. 249, Al-Tawhid, p. 394.
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Al-MizƗn, vol. 19, p. 16, cited from Al-Durr al-Manthur by Jalal al-Din Suyuti.
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way and save them from the punishment of hell. Our
Lord! Admit them into the Gardens of Eden, which You
have promised them, along with whoever is righteous
among their forebears, their spouses and their
descendants. Indeed You are the All-mighty, the Allwise. Save them from the ills; and whomever You save
from the ills that day, You will have had mercy upon
him, and that is the great success.’ (40:7-9)
Commenting on the above verses, Allamah Tabataba’i maintains that
they refer to two groups of the believers: One consists of those who are
complete (al-kƗmilǌn) in their faith and practice; the other refers to
some of the relatives of the first group who are lower in their rank,
since their faith and practice are incomplete. The angels request Allah
(swt) to forgive the former and give them the heaven that He had
promised them. They also request Him to let the latter join the former
to save them from evils.26
It does not seem plausible to think that Allah (swt) would let these
great angels down by rejecting their requests. Indeed, it is Allah (swt)
Himself who inspired them to pray to Him in this way. Similarly, Allah
asks Prophet Muhammad to ask forgiveness for the people.27


26

See Al-MizƗn, vol. 17, p. 310. The original Arabic text is as follows:
ϰϨόϣ ΔϘϴϘΣ ϰπΘϘϣ Ϯϫ Ύϣ ϰϠϋ ϞϤόϟ ϭ ϥΎϤϳϹ ϲϓ ϥϮϠϣΎϜϟ Ϣϫ ϰϟϭϷ ΔϔΎτϟ ϥ ϪϨϣ ήϬψϳ ϭ
ΕΎϨΟ Ϧϣ ϢϫΪϋϭ Ύϣ ϢϬϟ ΰΠϨϳ ϭ ϢϬϟ ήϔϐϳ ϥ ϩϮϟ΄γ ϭ Ϣϫϭήϛάϓ «˴Ϛ˴Ϡϴ˶Βγ˴ Ϯ˵ό˴Β͉Η ϭ˴ Ϯ˵ΑΎΗ ˴Ϧϳά˶ ͉Ϡ˶ϟ» :ϢϬϟϮϗ
ϭ ϥΎϤϳϹ κϗΎϧ Ϧϣ ϞϤόϟ ϭ ϥΎϤϳϹ ϞϤϜΘδϳ Ϣϟ ϦϤϣ ΔϟΰϨϤϟ ϲϓ ˯ϻΆϫ ϥϭΩ ΔϴϧΎΜϟ ΔϔΎτϟ ϭ ˬϥΪϋ
ΔϔΎτϟΎΑ ϢϬϘΤϠϳ ϥ ϰϟΎόΗ ϩϮϟ΄γ ϭ Ϣϫϭήϛάϓ ϰϟϭϷ ΔϔΎτϟ ϲΑϮδϨϣ Ϧϣ ϞϤόϟ Ίϴγ ϭ ϒόπΘδϣ
Ϣ˸ ˵ϬΘ˸ ό˴ ˴Β͉Η ϭ˴ Ϯ˵Ϩϣ˴  ˴Ϧϳά˶ ͉ϟ ϭ˴ » :ϰϟΎόΗ ϪϟϮϗ ϰϨόϣ ϲϓ ΔϳϵΎϓ ΕΎΌϴδϟ ϢϬϴϘϳ ϭ ϢϬΗΎϨΟ ϲϓ ϦϴϠϣΎϜϟ ϰϟϭϷ
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˸ η Ϧ˸ ϣ˶ Ϣ˸ Ϭ˶ ˶ϠϤ˴ ϋ˴ Ϧ˸ ϣ˶ Ϣ˸ ˵ϫΎϨΘ˸ ˴ϟ˴ Ύϣ ϭ˴ Ϣ˸ ˵Ϭ˴Θ͉ϳέ͋ Ϋ˵ Ϣ˸ Ϭ˶ ˶Α ΎϨϘ˸ Τ˴ ϟ˸ ˴ ϥ˳ ΎϤϳ˶Έ˶Α Ϣ˸ ˵Ϭ˵Θ͉ϳέ͋ Ϋ˵

ϭ ˬέϮτϟ ΓέϮγ Δϳ ϑϼΨΑ ΝϭίϷ ϭ ˯ΎΑϵ ΎϬϟϮϤθϟ ϞϤη ϭ  ϊγϭ ΎϬϴϓ ϦΤϧ ϲΘϟ
 .έϮτϟ Δϳ ϲϓ ΫϮΧ΄Ϥϟ ϥΎϤϳϹ Ϧϣ Ϣϋ Ϯϫ ϭ ΡϮϠμϟ ΎϬϴϓ ΫϮΧ΄Ϥϟ
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“It is by God’s mercy that you are gentle to them; and had you been harsh and hardhearted,
surely they would have scattered from around you. So excuse them, and plead for forgiveness
for them, and consult them in the affairs, and once you are resolved, put your trust in God.
Indeed God loves those who trust in Him. (3:159)
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Allah (swt) forgives through intercession
Allah (swt) forgives the major sins of those who please to Him through
intercession (shafƗ‘ah). The Qur’an says:
Intercession is of no avail with Him except for those
whom He permits. When fear is lifted from their hearts,
they say, ‘What did your Lord say?’ They say, ‘The
truth, and He is the All-exalted, the All-great.’ (34:23)
Every soul is hostage to what it has earned, except the
People of the Right Hand. [They will be] in gardens,
questioning concerning the guilty: ‘What drew you into
Hell?’ They will answer, ‘We were not among those who
prayed. Nor did we feed the poor. We used to gossip
along with the gossipers, and we used to deny the Day of
Retribution, until death came to us.’ So the intercession
of the intercessors will not avail them. (74:38-48)
Commenting on this verse, Allamah Tabataba’i argues that the sinful
people are either qualified to receive intercession so that they can be
forgiven or they disqualify themselves for receiving intercession and
therefore will remain hostage to their sins and will suffer in hell.
Allamah also refers to a well-known hadith of Prophet Muhammad (s)
in which he is quoted as saying:
6 T%=    ]3<.9 U t 6 T(37+
%  _
I have reserved my intercession for those from my nation
who have committed major sins.28
Those who will be given the right to intercede are also certainly
pleasing Him. The Qur’an says:
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BihƗr al- AnwƗr, vol. 8, pp. 30 & 62.
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Intercession will not avail that day except from him whom
the All-beneficent allows and approves of his word.
(20:109)29
Thus, Allah’s (swt) is very merciful and generous and therefore He
may even forgive those who are sinful and condemned to hell.

Allah (swt) forgives those who have hope in His forgiveness
According to many hadiths, Allah (swt) treats people in a way that they
expect Him to treat them. Of course, this is one factor that is to be
balanced with other factors as well; no single factor should be
considered in understanding how Allah (swt) will treat people. Thus,
there is a big chance that God will indeed forgive those who have hope
in His mercy and believe that He will forgive them. In a beautiful
hadith from Imam Sadiq (a) we read:
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The last servant who is asked to be sent to hellturns his face
back. Allah, the Almighty (‘azza wa jallah), will ask to stop
him, and when he is brought back, He will ask him: “My
servant! Why did you turn back?” The person would reply:
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See also the verse 43:86.
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“My Lord! This was not what I had expected from you.”
Allah, the Almighty (jalla jalƗluhu), will ask him: “What
did you expect from Me?” He would reply: “My Lord! My
expectation from You was that You would forgive my sins
and settle [enter] me Your heaven.” At that point, Allah will
say: “My angels! By My dignity, My bounties, My trials
and My High position, he has never had in his life a good
opinion about Me. Had he had done so I would not have
frightened him by [sending him towards] hell. Accept his lie
and allow him to enter heaven!”
Then Imam Sadiq (a) said: “No servant of Allah forms a
good opinion about Allah except that he would find Allah
treating him as he thought and no servant of Allah forms a
bad opinion about Allah except that he would find Allah
treating him as he thought. This is what can be understood
from the verse:“And that was your (evil) thought which you
entertained about your Lord that has tumbled you down into
perdition, so are you become of the lost ones.”30

This is His mercy and generosity and this is why when Imam SajjƗd (a)
was told about Hasan al-Basri’s statement: “It is not a wonder how
some people are destroyed; it is a wonder how anyone can be saved,”
The Imam said: “I say, ‘It is not a wonder how some are saved. It is a
wonder how some are destroyed despite Allah’s inclusive mercy’.”31
Thus, those who go to hell are those who have disqualified themselves
and eventually would not benefit from His great mercy. They are
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BihƗr al-AnwƗr, vol. 7, p. 287. There is a chapter on what will become manifest on the Day
of Judgement from His mercy. The above hadith is the third hadith of this chapter. All the nine
hadiths in this chapter worth reflection for better understanding divine mercy and some of the
ideas discussed above like forgiving the sins, erasing sins from one’s record of deeds and
transformation of sins into good deeds.
31
Ibid. vol. 75, p. 154. The hadith is as follows:
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condemned to hell, and indeed hell will suffer from them. You might
have experienced that sometimes you have to deal with some people
who hurt you like fire or even more severely; fire burns your skin, but
these people burn your heart, mind and everything that you have.
Perhaps this is why they can become the fuel for the fire of hell (2:24;
3:10; 66:6) which can burn even one’s heart (104:6 & 7). So, what
keeps fire of hell igniting seems to be only such people.
Final remark: Although this world and the Day of Judgement are all
manifestations of His great mercy, it will only be in heaven that His
mercy can become manifest in the best possible way, since there is no
barrier or restriction involved. This world is too limited without a
chance to have everything: heaven has limitless. Whatever you want
God will give you (39:34; 42:22) and even more (50:35). With our
limited understand and our desire for petty things in comparison to His
vast generosity, God does not merely give us what we want: He first
gives whatever you desire and then offers you the extra rewards He has
prepared and kept hidden as a surprise:
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No one knows what has been kept hidden for them of
comfort as a reward for what they used to do. (32:17)
May Allah (swt) enable us to better understand and benefit more from
His mercy, and may we receive more of it and become the channel for
His mercy to reach people. Allah looks for agents to spread His mercy.
Who is ready to become His agent? If you become his agent, He gives
you so abundantly that His mercy will overflow from you to others,
like Prophet Mohammad (s) (3:159; 21:107). May Allah (swt) forgive
all our sins and mistakes and may He (swt) continually keep us on the
right path.
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Conclusion
In this series of eight papers, we studied some aspects of the Islamic
understanding of God’s mercy. We studied different names and
qualities of God and demonstratet that those which relate to His mercy
are by far the most emphasized ones. Then we studied some of the
characteristics of divine mercy and argued that His mercy is the reason
for creating the world. Out of His mercy, God has created us and all
that we need for our survival and convenience and provided us with
Prophets and divine messages for guidance. We also referred to the
different types of mercy God has provided mankind on order to be able
to successfully tread the right path. Some people appreciate and some
do not. Those who do not appreciate deprive themselves from further
mercy; those who appreciate God will give them extra and additional
mercy. Finally, we studied how God treats people with His mercy on
the Day of Judgment with respect to the generous reward in which He
will demonstrate His vast forgiveness.
Thus, several aspects of God’s mercy were touched upon in these
series: 1) divine mercy as that which plays a central role in Islamic
spirituality and morality, 2) the implications of Allah’s attributes, such
as al-RahmƗn and al-Rahim, as well as His coexisting attributes of
mercy and power with a connection to Allah’s objective in His creation,
3) attributes such as His generosity, forgiveness, and kindness with
further descriptions of His mercy connected to His knowledge and
richness, 4) God’s mercy in making various arrangements for our
survival and convenience on Earth, such as creating the stars,
maintaining the sky, and delivering us from misfortunes; and God’s
mercy in human guidance as He sent humankind messengers with the
impeccable qualities of empathy and gentleness, 5) God arrangement
for different kinds of support in people’s spiritual life, such as
protection from Satan, misguidance, and from the tempting soul, 6) the
different types and levels of divine forgiveness, how God may even
33
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transform one’s immoral deeds into good ones, people’s response to
divine mercy, and additional mercy for the patient, 7) the people who
qualify themselves to receive extra mercy from God, some of the
qualities being the patient, the good-doers, the righteous, the repentant,
the obedient, and those who migrate and struggle for the sake of God,
and 8) God’s forgiveness and generous reward. 
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